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Introdution

It is a pleasure to submit the following report on the Miniworkshop on Disrete Math-

ematis and Proof in the High Shool. Organizers of the workshop were Professors Gila

Hanna (Toronto, Canada), Kristina Reiss (Augsburg, Germany), J�urgen Rihter-Gebert

(M�unhen, Germany) and Jaobus H. van Lint (Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Partii-

pants ame in addition from Austria, Great Britain, Russia, and the United States, and

inluded ative researhers in several disiplines (mathematis, mathematis eduation,

omputer siene, theoretial physis) who are onerned with the onferene theme and

related questions.

Due to unexpeted illness, a few invited partiipants who planned to attend were unable

to do so. The workshop partiipants found the Oberwolfah environment onduive to

intense, stimulating, and produtive interations. This and similar workshops are seen as

essential to thoughtful involvement by the mathematis ommunity in helping to shape

future diretions in mathematis eduation.

Our week onsisted of a program of prepared daytime presentations and strutured dis-

ussions, with ample time between these for informal onversations. In addition, attention

during the evenings was devoted to speial topis and follow-up plans. Appended to this

report are the abstrats of the prepared presentations. The balane of this overview is

devoted to a summary of the key themes, and mention of future plans.

Disrete mathematis refers to a broad spetrum of mathematial topis. One theme of

the workshop foused on spei� topis within disrete mathematis whih were deemed

partiularly appropriate for seondary shool students (in some ases, for primary shool

students as well). These inluded ombinatoris, graph theory, some aspets of algo-

rithms, and oding theory. A distintion emerged between topis whose value to primary

or seondary shool students onsisted partly or mainly in laying a foundation for more

advaned mathematial study (e.g., ertain areas of ombinatoris), and topis whose value

onsisted mainly in providing a nonroutine, exploratory domain for students to develop

skills of mathematial disovery, veri�ation and proof, and problem solving (e.g., some

introdutory ideas of graph theory). We disussed problem solving heuristis, the onstru-

tion of problem representations, and searh strategies during nonroutine problem solving,

inluding the motivational value of suh ativity. It was noted that there was a danger
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that, as with other area of mathematis, disrete mathematis ould be both presented

and assessed in ways that are quite ontrary to the avor of enquiry and problem solving

desribed above. Work on projets implementing disrete mathematis in shools, ranging

from modi�ations of ore urriulum standards to professional development institutes for

teahers, was desribed and disussed, and what was learned was summarized.

The theme of proof was disussed both in the disrete mathematis ontext, and in the

more traditional ontexts of high shool algebra and geometry. We devoted attention to

the level of mathematial reasoning (from informal and intuitive to formal reasoning) and

the level of rigour appropriate for students at various levels and in various ontexts. We

disussed experimental mathematis and its relation to proof, and mathematial proofs

that an be based in physis. Presentations of available geometry software (Cinderella)

and algebrai problem solving software provided further onrete ontexts for disussion,

as well as fasinating explorations for the workshop partiipants.

An important onern that was not on the Miniworkshop agenda arose in the disussions

{ the sometimes undesirable inuene of standardized assessments on the shool urriu-

lum, or on how the shool urriulum is implemented. This onern arose in onnetion

with disrete mathematis and proof, sine those were the topis of the Miniworkshop, but

releted the broader onern that assessments often tend to reate a routinization of the

urriulum that we viewed as highly undesirable.

Future plans developed during the workshop inlude follow-up ommuniations among

the partiipants, and preparation of a formal set of ontributions that we expet to be able

to publish eletronially through Zentralblatt f�ur Didaktik der Mathematik.
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Abstrats

Barodes - mathematis in the supermarket

Ian Anderson (Glasgow)

Using material that I prepared for masterlasses for 14-year old hildren, I desribe how

very simple divisibility ideas are used in the European Artile Number system, and how

EAN odewords are hanged into barodes. The key idea behind these odewords is the

introdution of a hek digit whih will detet all single digit errors and most, if not all,

of transpositional errors. As well as the EAN system, I desribe the IBM sheme whih is

used by Visa and many libraries, and the International Standard Book Numbering system,

used by book publishers worldwide. These appliations of divisibility by 10 and 11 are

good examples of how mathematis has surprising appliations in everyday life.

Realisti Disrete Mathematis

Bram G. van Ash (Eindhoven)

In Holland the so alled realisti mathematis has been introdued in the mathematis

urriulum, and its role is so dominant that many fundamental mathematial onepts, for

instane the onept of proof, have disappeared almost ompletely, Realisti means that

all problems have to be embedded in a more or less realisti situation. In view of the

theme this onferene let us look at possibilities that disrete mathematis might o�er,

in partiular with respet to the notion of proof. For ages geometry was onsidered to

be the tool to teah the onept of proof in the mathematis urriulum. We all observe

the many problems that students have in dealing with geometrial questions. Therefore

we are looking for alternatives and disrete mathematis might be one. Suitable problems

for hildren from grade 6 to 12 an be found in graph theory and ombinatoris. Beside

these two elementary number theory might yield opportunities to inorporate the onept

of proof into the urriulum right from the start. For instane fatorization of numbers,

number of divisors, greatest ommon divisor, least ommon multiple, Eulidean algorithm,

alulations modulo a natural number, simple diophantine equations, et. At a later stage

elements of oding theory and ryptography an also be introdued, and in this ase we

an introdue really realisti problems. The basi material is the set of natural numbers,

something whih might perhaps be more aessable for younger hildren than the rather

abstrat notions of lines and points.

Diagrams as means and objets of mathematial reasoning

Willi D

�

orfler (Klagenfurt)

Aording to Peire a great part of mathematial thinking onsists in observing or imag-

ining the outomes and regularities of manipulations of all sorts of diagrams. This tenet is

expliated and substantiated by expounding the notion of diagram and by analyzing sev-

eral spei� ases from di�erent parts of mathematis with a speial emphasis on proofs.

The starting point for that is the following statement by Peire: It has long been a puzzle

how it ould be that, on the one hand, mathematis is purely dedutive in its nature, and

draws its onlusions apoditially, while on the other hand, it presents as rih and appar-

ently unending a series of surprising disoveries as any observational siene. Various have
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been the attempts to solve the paradox by breaking down one or other of these assertions,

but without suess. The truth, however, appears to be that all dedutive reasoning, even

simple syllogism, involves an element of observation; namely, dedution onsists in on-

struting an ion or diagram the relations of whose parts shall present a omplete analogy

with those of the parts of the objet of reasoning, of experimenting upon this image in the

imagination, and of observing the result so as to disover unnotied and hidden relations

among the parts. ... As for algebra, the very idea of the art is that it presents formulae,

whih an be manipulated and that by observing the e�ets of suh manipulation we �nd

properties not to be otherwise diserned. In suh manipulation, we are guided by previous

disoveries, whih are embodied in general formulae. These are patterns, whih we have

the right to imitate in our proedure, and are the ions par exellene of algebra.

Disrete mathematis: a autionary tale

Tony Gardiner (Birmingham)

In the 1991 NCTM Yearbook, the two opening hapters, subtitled "Perspetives and

issues", were "Disrete mathematis: the math for our time" (by John Dossey) and "A

autionary note" (by me) reeted the obvious upbeat and downbeat positions. The warn-

ing in the seond hapter ould be summarised by the quote: "Shool mathematis all

too easily beomes a suession of meaningless routines. And disrete mathematis has

harateristis whih make it vulnerable to suh degeneration."

Sine 1991 "Disrete mathematis" has beome a popular part of math ourses for stu-

dents aged 16-19 in English high shools. I will give examples of exam papers and textbooks

to illustrate how the predited degeneration has exeeded all expetations.

Problem Solving Heuristis and Disrete Mathematis

Gerald Goldin (Pisataway)

It has been remarked that topis in disrete mathematis allow a kind of new begin-

ning for students and teahers. Students who have been "turned o�" by traditional shool

mathematis, and teahers who have long ago routinized their instrution, an �nd in the

domain of disrete mathematis opportunities for mathematial disovery, and for interest-

ing, nonroutine problem solving. Sometimes formerly low-ahieving students demonstrate

mathematial abilities their teahers did not know they had. To take maximum advantage

of these opportunities, it is important to know what kinds of thinking during problem

solving an be naturally evoked by disrete mathematial situations { so that in develop-

ing a urriulum, the objetives an inlude pathways to desired mathematial reasoning

proesses. I shall try to haraterize some of these ways of thinking, with speial attention

to the idea of "modeling the general on the partiular."
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Geometrial proofs in the ontext of physis

Gila Hanna (Toronto)

This study investigated a novel approah to the e�etive teahing of proof: the use of

onepts and models from physis. In this approah, proving is embedded in the ontext

of physis. Ideas from physis that are already familiar to students, suh as the onepts of

the entre of gravity and of balane, serve as tools for proving geometrial theorems, and

students are prompted to reate mathematial proofs based upon physial onsiderations,

by taking as given one or more priniples of physis. A mathematial proof, by de�nition,

an take a set of expliit givens and use them, applying the priniples of logi, as the

basis for a dedutive argument. A dedutive argument need be no less ompelling if the

givens happen to ome from the siene of statis, as they do in this study. In fat the

physial ontext, appealing as it does to physial intuition, has the advantage of making

the plausibility of the onlusion more readily apparent. In this study, the students were

asked to base their proofs upon the following three priniples of statis:

P1: The uniqueness of the entre of gravity (eah system of masses has one and only

one entre of gravity).

P2: The lever priniple (the entre of gravity of any two masses lies on the straight line

joining the masses, and its distanes from the masses are inversely proportional to them).

P3: The priniple of substitution (if any two individual masses are replaed by a single

mass equal to the sum of the two masses and positioned at the entre of gravity of the two

masses, then the loation of the entre of gravity of the total system of masses remains

unhanged).

The two theorems studied were the medians in a triangle meet at a single point and the

Varignon theorem, whih states that given an arbitrary quadrangle ABCD, the midpoints

of its sides R, S, U, V form a parallelogram. The experiment arried out in three grade

12 lasses showed that most students were suessful in using arguments from statis in

their proofs, and that they gained a better understanding of the theorems. From responses

to questionnaire questions and from individual interviews, it was lear that on the whole

the students seemed to �nd the physial arguments based on the three priniples of statis

interesting, onvining and explanatory. These �ndings lend support to the laim that

the introdution of statis an make a signi�ant ontribution to reating the sort of rih

ontext in whih students an more e�etively learn and understand proving.

The role of proof in the mathematis lassroom

Aiso Heinze and Kristina Reiss (Augsburg)

The role of proof and argumentation in the mathematis lassroom has been disussed

intensively in the last few years. Proof and argumentation are onsidered to be important

aspet of the urriula. Nonetheless, this topi is diÆult for students. We reported in

our leture on students' abilities and their spei� problems with respet to geometrial

proofs. Data are presented whih were olleted during an empirial investigation in grade

13. These students were asked to solve elementary geometry items from the TIMSS item

pool. Our researh results suggests that the students delarative knowledge in elementary

geometry was suÆent for solving the problems. They know for example that the sum

of all angles in every triangle adds up to 180 degrees or that base angles in an isoseles

triangle are idential. Nonetheless they failed in solving the tasks beause they laked pro-

edural knowledge. In partiular they were not able to ombine these di�erent onepts
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and ideas in a simple mathematial proof. The results support hypotheses whih laim

that mathematis eduation in German high shools fosters algorithmi ativities but not

problem solving proesses. Aordingly, mathematis is regarded to be a olletion of on-

epts and theorems whih the indivual understand or may not understand. Mathematis

as a developing and proess-oriented disipline is not known to students even at the upper

seondary level. Consequenes for instrution were disussed in this talk.

Experimental Mathematis and Proofs { what is seure mathematial

knowledge?

Ulrih Kortenkamp (Berlin)

The role of omputers and disrete mathematis in mathematis researh and eduation

reates the need for a new (?) way of looking at proofs. Sometimes, instead of rigorous

reasoning a strong believe an be enough for suessfully following new ideas in researh.

In teahing, it an be more helpful to replae a proof by a reasonably onvining argument,

not only if the other option would be to omit it ompletely, but also if the proof were easy

enough to be followed with some e�ort. We want to investigate how we an ensure that

these new approahes are used wisely and for the bene�t of mathematial eduation, and

how mathematis ats as an empirial siene already today.

A Universal Mathematial Solver and its possible role in shool eduation

Yuri Matiyasevih (St. Petersburg)

In my talk I presented and demonstrated eduational mathematial program "Univer-

sal Mathematial Solver" (UMS for short). This is a long-term projet developed in

St.Petersburg, Russia.

The UMS was intended to play the following role in the proess of eduation: when a

student (of high shool or �rst university years) annot solve his/her homework problem

(and has nobody who ould ome for help), the UMS should solve the problem and produe

detailed explanations of every step in the solution. This is the main feature whih distin-

guish the UMS from suh professional systems as MATHEMATICA, Maple, Axiom and

others. The explanations are given both in text and audio form, the latter being onsidered

very important omponent beause for some people oral hannel for getting information is

more important than the visual one.

In spite of the shool level of mathematis, the development of the UMS required solving

a number of non-trivial mathematial problems. Some of them are ommon to all programs

dealing with mathematial formulas (for example, simpli�ation), others are spei� to the

shool (for example, lassial Sturm method annot be used for proving non-existene of

real solutions of an algebrai equation and ad-ho methods should be used). The UMS

uses more than a hundred heuristis and elements of arti�ial intelligene in the searh of

a solution.

The main question suggested for disussion was: is suh a program a good or a bad

thing? Of ourse, for a student having motivation to master mathematis, the UMS ould

be of great help. On the other hand, non-motivated student might just opy solution

(found by the program) without even understanding it.
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During the disussion after the presentation, the UMS (it its present form) was rit-

iized for the ompletely passive role of students. The following ways to overome this

shortoming were suggested.

1) Instead of solving the hometask problem, the program ould onstrut a similar

problem and demonstrate its solution.

2) The program ould produe several "solutions", only one among them being orret.

3) On eah step the program ould suggest several possible ways to ontinue and then

follow the way hosen by the student.

Implementation of these suggestions is possible but would require muh more "intel-

ligene" from the program (what is a "similar problem" and how to onstrut it?; how

to mask errors so that they would not be evident?; under the wrong guidane from the

student no solution ould be found).

Disrete Mathematis for Primary and Seondary Shools: An Overview

Joseph G. Rosenstein (Pisataway) and Valerie A. DeBellis (Greenville)

An important outome of the Leadership Program in Disrete Mathematis at Rutgers

University (1989 to present) has been the development of a omprehensive view of disrete

mathematis for primary and seondary shools desribing what topis and ativities an

be introdued at eah grade level, under eah of �ve major themes systemati listing and

ounting, modeling using disrete strutures (graphs and trees), iteration and reursion,

organizing and proessing information, and algorithms and optimization. An extended

doument ontaining these reommendations was developed as part of the e�ort in 1994-

1996 to establish standards that desribe what New Jersey students should know and

be able to do in mathematis at various grade levels. In addition to the above, this

presentation will disuss disrete mathematis in the NCTM standards (1989 and 2000)

and in New Jerseys revised standards (2002), and the question of why disrete mathematis

should be introdued in shools.

Disrete Mathematis for Primary and Seondary Shools: Materials

Produed and Lessons Learned

Joseph G. Rosenstein (Pisataway) and Valerie A. DeBellis (Greenville)

Sine 1989, we have onduted programs in disrete mathematis for primary and se-

ondary teahers at Rutgers University in New Jersey, and also in seven other states. Over

1000 teahers have attended programs that involved two to four weeks of summer institutes

and follow-up sessions during the shool year. Among the results of these programs have

been a omprehensive desription of disrete mathematis at eah grade level that was

developed for inlusion in the New Jersey Mathematis Curriulum Framework; a volume

entitled "Disrete Mathematis in the Shools" that onsists of 33 artiles on various as-

pets of the topi; a set of workshop materials that enables the program for elementary

and middle shool teahers to be repliated at other sites; and, in preparation, a textbook

for prospetive elementary and middle shool teahers (some of whose materials have been

used in a ollege ourse).

The lessons that we have learned involve the appropriateness, value, and importane

of disrete mathematis at all grade levels, and what teahers (and hildren) learn about
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mathematis and problem solving as a result of doing disrete mathematis. These pro-

grams have been sponsored by DIMACS { the Center for Disrete Mathematis and The-

oretial Computer Siene { and the Rutgers Center for Mathematis, Siene, and Com-

puter Eduation, and have been funded by the National Siene Foundation.

Formal reasoning

J

�

urgen Rihter-Gebert (M

�

unhen)

A �rst year student in mathematis might very well get the impression that "proving"

of theorems is the ultimate goal of a mathematiian. Thereby he will perhaps miss the fat

that �nding a mathematial proof requires an even more fundamental ability: the ability of

"formal reasoning". In the presentation I will exemplify di�erent senarios, where formal

reasoning is required to solve problems. The problems are taken suh that di�erent aspets

of formal reasoning are emphasized: understanding, onstruting, programming, proving,

modeling, analyzing, experimenting. In partiular it will be shown how the omputer an

help to make these di�erent kinds of problems aessible to learners in all stages (primary

shool, high shool, university).

About Traveling Salesmen and Telephone Networks: Problems from

Combinatorial Optimization in High Shool

Andreas Shuster (W

�

urzburg)

My presentation is about a projet whih integrated theTraveling-Salesman-Problem

(TSP), the Minimum-Spanning-Tree-Problem (MST) and the Shortest-Path-Problem (SPP)

into regular shool lessons at a German High-Shool ("Gymnasium") and speial workshops

at the Tehnial University of Munih and at the University of Wuerzburg. TSP and MST

was given to 9th and 10th graders, SPP to 11th and 12th graders of a German High-Shool

("Gymnasium"). A main fous of my studies dealt with the development of strategies

and onepts of students while working on the problems. I was espeially interested in

how the students managed the onstrution of the algorithms and how they analysed the

time omplexity in the frame of these types of problems. The studies were reorded by

videotapes whih gave the basis for the evaluation of the projet.

Sequenes { Basi Elements of Disrete Mathematis

Hans{Georg Weigand (W

�

urzburg)

Sequenes are fundamental objets in mathematis with a long tradition in the history

of mathematis. The way sequenes are taught in shool mathematis in Germany has

hanged the last years. Up to 1980 sequenes were widely used in alulus lessons as a basis

for the limit onept. Nowadays alulus starts immediately with ontinuous funtions

based on an intuitive limit onept, �rst introdued by Emil Artin 1957 and Serge Lang

19733. The result is, that freshmen at the university are quite on�dent with formal rules

of alulus, but they have no idea of the sequene onept (and of the limit onept). I see

three reasons for a revitalization of the sequenes onept in shool mathematis and these

reasons should be seen in a lose relationship to the ideas of disrete mathematis. Firstly,

a lot of real life problems allow mathematial representations with sequenes, e. g. growth

proesses or weight-ost-problems. Seondly, disrete aspets support the learning proess
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of ontinuous onepts, e. g. the di�erene quotient is a basis for the understanding of the

di�erential quotient. Thirdly, omputers, espeially spreadsheets, provide the possibility

to generate sequenes, to reate symboli, numerial and graphial representations and to

work with sequenes in di�erent representations. My main thesis is, that new tehnologies

may be a atalyst to revitalize the sequene onept in shool mathematis. I will give some

examples of empirial investigations, whih show how students worked with sequenes in

a omputer-supported environment.

Edited by Gerald Goldin and Kristina Reiss
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